norway, april 11, 1940
who paid a visit to that spot, was I gather, by accident, so
unfortunate as just to miss one of those exhilarating experiences.
In the first raid a cruiser was hit aft, which necessitated several
weeks of repair but no more than that. Otherwise, up to the
time I am speaking, there has been no vessel hit or damaged in
Scapa Flow, no objective of the slightest military importance has
been hit on shore, and very few people have been hurt. The
enemy has shown himself increasingly gun-shy in his attacks on
Scapa, and this is hardly to be wondered at, since the batteries,
especially when reinforced by the powerful batteries of the Fleet,
can deliver what is probably far the heaviest concentration of
anti-aircraft fire in the world. It is a tremendous fire, and in
the latest raid, which took place last night, at dusk, 60 aircraft
attacked in successive waves without doing the slightest damage,
although they themselves suffered the loss of at least six aircraft,
the credit for which is divided between—I might almost say
disputed between—the batteries and the very excellently com-
bined and skilfully used air squadrons, We are ready to fight
this matter out at Scapa Flow. It is of the utmost importance
to the Fleet to make themselves comfortable there, and the
repeated attacks give a practice to the batteries against high-speed
aircraft which no towed target which we have been able to devise
can possibly supply. It is most necessary to have further en-
counters between the batteries and enemy aircraft and between
the Fleet and enemy aircraft if our gunnery is to develop its full
efficiency, and, of course, we must always be prepared when we
run risks for occasional losses.
The Fleet was, therefore, in instant readiness at Scapa Flow
when, on Sunday night, news was received from the air recon-
naissance—our air reconnaissance ranges over the whole of the
North Sea—that German battle cruisers, with a number of other
cruisers and vessels and destroyers, were out at sea and moving
very swiftly northwards. The Commander-in-Chief immediately
put to sea to find them and bring them to action. At the same
time, independently of this, a strong British naval force was
approaching Narvik in order to lay a minefield off the Norwegian
coast for the purposes which I described to the House a few
moments ago. The minefield was laid according to plan at
daylight on Monday morning. The task of the minelayers
accomplished, they withdrew to the westward in order to avoid
the risk of any collision with Norwegian war vessels maintaining
their neutrality, which they had been specially enjoined to respect
and take every precaution against infringing.
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